Park Road Pool, Crouch End, North London.
We set off for road trip six on July 5th at 4.00am. unbelievably it was raining again and it
was pretty much constant until we arrived at Apex Corner on the outskirts of London.
My first slot was booked for 6.40am at Park Road Pool in Crouch End North London,
another facility run by Fusion leisure and to swim there cost me £8.00. Parking was
cheap, easy and onsite with payment smoothly made through the Pay By Phone app.

Initially Park Road pool
looked just like any other
mediocre large urban
leisure facility. However
this all changed the
moment I left the
reception area and
arrived at the poolside.
The old Lido was
fantastic and set in nice
grounds surrounded by
conifers. Everything
from the pool to the
toilets to the excellent
hot outdoor showers was clean and more than adequate. It also boasts a gym and cafe
too and although it is a year round facility I am unsure as to whether or not it is heated
year round? I really enjoyed my swim there and at the time of my visit it felt around 23°.
I would highly recommend this facility to other swimmers.

West Reservoir Centre, Stoke Newington, North London.
After Park Road Pool I initially intended to visit the Highgate mens pond on Hampstead
Heath and Serpentine lido in Hyde Park.
However I shelved the men's pond for West Reservoir Centre in Stoke Newington North
London after a recommendation from a visitor to Peterborough lido.

Although I had initially forgotten about this venue, after seeing some pictures I recollected
that some members of the friends had written an excellent article about it a few years back
and with it being only a stone's throw away from Park Road Pool I booked a slot for
8.50am. I am extremely pleased that I did.
Run by Better leisure, this vast open water swimming venue that appears to be an old
pumping station
also does yachting,
kayaking, outdoor
fitness classes and
has a cafe.
The staff were
great and it
certainly ticked all
the boxes for me
as I prefer big deep
expanses of open
water as opposed
to smaller or more
shallow
environments.

To swim there cost me £10.00 and was worth every penny.
On your first visit there is a swim briefing that explains the course layout and you have to
wear a red swim cap which can be purchased cheaply. Its wetsuit or skins but the latter
requires you to tow a safety buoy. A bonus is free onsite parking and there was plenty of
room when we arrived.
I would highly recommend West Reservoir Centre to other swimmers.
Regrettably, I only did one 450m lap but time was tight as I was booked in at Serpentine
lido for 11.00am.
However, on arrival I never went in. Open water carries a higher risk of waterborne illness,
especially from run off during or after heavy rain and with the hundreds of wild birds that
were on and around the Serpentine, on this occasion, as disappointed as I was, I decided
to err on the side of caution.

